
High Volume Usage Metering

In order to prevent SIM cards from passing more traffic than anticipated, it is strongly
recommended to set up High Volume Usage Metering on every SIM card (we can do this for
you).

In this example the settings are as follows:
1. The metering mode is set to monitor, this means that 2 e-mail alerts will be sent out but

the SIM card will not be automatically suspended as a result of the second (critical) e-
mail alert

2. The volume is calculated per calendar month. This means that every month at 0:00 hrs
UTC on the first day of the month, the used traffic is reset to 0.

3. The volume is calculated in MBytes
4. The first e-mail alert will be sent when 400 MB has been reached and the second alert

will be sent when 650 MB has been reached
5. When the metering mode is set to Autosuspend and the card is actually suspended during

the period because of HVUM, the card will automatically be resumed at the beginning of
the next period, in this example at 0:00 hrs UTC on the first day of next month since the
“Automatically Resume” box is ticked

6. E-mail alerts may be received by any means suitable to you the customer including via
the satellite equipment itself

7. The size of the e-mail alert may vary slightly but is usually around the 30Kbyte size.
8. By default we set the second critical e-mail alert threshold to the monthly data alowance

with Auto Susepnd Data Service Only as the action. If you would like another
arrangement please contact us to discuss.

Credit Control on Individual SIM Cards

Traffic is counted down with the invoice price (the price that is on the invoice) against the out-
of-bundle rates. The monthly free allowance and subscription fees are calculated at the end of
the month and are not taken into consideration.

1. Select one or more SIM cards
2. Select the “Set Credit Control” button

We strongly recommend you review these measures and ensure their
implementation (which we are able to help with). If you have any questions
regarding these or any other traffic control measures (to prevent excessive
data/voice usage charges) please don’t hesitate to get in touch.
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Credit Control Continued:-

3. Credit Control Mode:
 None: no count down of traffic
 Monitor: traffic is monitored and an alert email is sent when the threshold is reached
 Auto Suspend All: traffic is monitored and an order to suspend all traffic is sent to

Inmarsat when 0 is reached
 Auto Suspend Data Service Only: traffic is monitored and an order to suspend only

the data traffic is sent to Inmarsat when 0 is reached
4. Low Balance Alert Threshold: Set the Low Balance Threshold of the selected SIM cards.

This threshold is used to send low balance alerts if the card balance drops below the
threshold. Note that setting the threshold is not enough by itself; Credit Control Level
needs to be set to "monitoring" or "auto suspend" and a balance needs to be set on the
card.

5. Balance: Set the balance from which the traffic will be counted down.
6. Add balance: Add balance to the current balance on a SIM card that already has Credit

Control on it:

Set Balance/Add Balance example:
Setting a balance will change the balance on the SIM card to the new balance.

o Example: Old balance: 10 USD
o Set balance: 100 USD
o New balance: 100 USD

Adding balance will add the amount of $ entered to the current balance.
o Example: Old balance: 10 USD
o Add balance: 100 USD
o New balance: 110 USD

Note: If a card has a Credit Control Level of "Auto Suspend All" or “Auto Suspend Data
Service Only”, changing the balance from a positive figure to zero or below, will cause it to
be suspended; changing the balance from (below) zero to a positive figure will cause it to be
resumed.

N.B Please review traffic limit control guide on our website and also within the user manual
supplied with the equipment. Electrotech are more than happy to help in any way to
implement control measure with you but ultimate responsibility for data or voice call usage
remains with you, the customer/end user.


